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Can a Digital Workflow Really Simplify Your Business?
Digital workflows can simplify many parts of your business by automating the multi-step 
processes between any combination of people and systems. This automation of actions, 
activities, approvals, decisions, and requests can help your company eliminate repetitive 
processes to achieve better business outcomes.

Connect Systems, People, and Functions, Anytime, Anywhere,  
and in Any Environment.
Your organization is as unique as you are. Milestone helps you plan and execute a 
successful customer experience digital transformation effort that comprises three parts.

Part 1: 3 Barriers to Creating Happier Customers That All Have Simple Solutions
• Replace Non-Existent Self-Service with Automated Solutions: Deliver answers any time with a portal thatserves as a 

gateway to a chatbot, a catalog of automated solutions, knowledge articles, and an onlinecommunity–and even embed 
those self-service options into any web property.

• Eliminate Siloed Operations That Slow Down Resolution Time: Make inquiry resolution 70% faster byempowering agents 
with complete visibility so they can anticipate customer needs and unite work teams.

• Monitor and Predict Issues Before They Become Customer Problems: Increase customer satisfaction by 11% bytracking 
device and service health, automatically scheduling preventive maintenance, and analyzing trends;we can reduce or 
eliminate disruptions.

Part 2: Create Automated Workflows for Customer Service to Resolve Cases Rapidly
Providing self-service channels for your customers will simplify the agents’ work to assist other customers more quickly. In 
addition, automated, easy-to-navigate user experiences will create loyal, happy customers by providing them an easy way to 
solve their problems swiftly and seamlessly.

Part 3: The Power to Create Seamless Experiences Across All Customer Interactions

Brand loyalty starts with 
superior customer satisfaction.

Digitally transform your client experience and implement workflows to create efficiencies across the organization that will help 
resolve issues faster.
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